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    Oil as a relationship and the people's livelihood important goods, the market 
supply and demand relations change and the whole national economic development 
and operation are inseparable, oil resource is not only an important source of energy, 
and also is a kind of important economic resources and strategic resources. In recent 
years, China's petroleum and petrochemical market gradually formed the three 
largest petroleum corporation (sinopec, petrochina, cnooc) as the leading factor, the 
multinational oil companies for composition, the private enterprise is an important 
complement of diversified competition pattern. The private oil enterprise mainly 
concentrated in the middle and lower reaches, including private capital investment 
place oil refining, refined oil wholesale and part of the gas station, its development 
reflects China's oil market and development and national policy changes. As the 
world petroleum market competition intensifies. Petroleum enterprise management 
gets more and more extensive attention. China's private oil enterprise how to 
accurate market positioning, effectively develop strategy, is the original intention. 
    By the international financial crisis under the influence of serious at present, 
part of the private enterprise due to oil source difficulties, in short supply, the 
enterprise is difficult to maintain, in the helpless situation exit product circulation 
market, some sell, some foreign leasing. Private enterprises are faced with a variety 
of practical difficulties, but the challenges and opportunities coexist, private oil 
circulation enterprise's future is bright. Private oil enterprise mechanism flexible and 
quick reaction with national oil lies in people, it is benefits the country and the 
people's great good. 
    This paper from the private oil enterprise development strategy research 
background and meaning, the article, expatiates on the current situation of the 
development of the private oil companies in the development process and the role of, 
in view of the private oil enterprise development on the problems and solutions are 
analyzed, and through the petrochemical group in hebei province of case analysis in 
our country are discussed in the private oil enterprise successful development 
experience, as well as some useful places. Through the study of this paper, aiming at 
the development strategy of petroleum enterprise provide the theoretical guidance to 
promote the realization of the faster and better. 
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